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BFBS Connects British Military Worldwide
For 75 years, the broadcaster has been
providing U.K. troops worldwide with news,
sports and content from home

I RADIOWORLD .
COM

Lt. Norman Spires checks the equipment in the Army Broadcasting Service
station in Milan, 1945.

troops are posted at Canadian Forces
Base Suffield; the largest military base
in Canada and home to United Kingdom
troops training in live-fire exercises.
"We are the forces' radio, TV and
online broadcaster for U.K. troops,"
said Nicky Ness, director of Forces
Broadcasting & Entertainment. "We provide entertainment, information and connectivity for the British military community; not just in Britain, but wherever
they happen to be in the world. We also
champion the armed forces community
to the world at large because we believe
that fundamentally supports their morale
and welfare as well."
(continued on page 4)

BFBS Brize Norton presenter/
reporter Alex Gill interviews RAF
personnel at RAF Brize Norton.

BY JAMES CARELESS
SUFFIELD,ALBERTA — Drive to Suffield
— just east of where the Canadian
Rocky Mountains rise up — tune the
car radio to CKBF on 104.1 FM, and
you can enjoy the latest in contemporary

British pop radio (music and witty talk)
with a military twist. This is because
you're tuned into BFBS [British Forces
Broadcasting Service] Canada, one of
the radio stations operated by Britain's
Forces Network to serve U.K. troops
anywhere in the world. In this ease, the

B3, the Mobile Broadcasting Unit in Italy, on the way to Milan.
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iHeartMedia, tech apprentice
has ataste of the business

ICAREERS
BY RACHEL TORRES

Readers of Radio World, thank you for stopping
by. My name is Rachel Torres, and Iam aparticipant
in the NAB Education Foundation's 2018 Technology
Apprenticeship Program.
A native of Kernersville, N.C., Istarted attending
Forsyth Technical Community College in WinstonSalem in August 2016. Iwas fresh out of high school
and had been taking radio broadcasting courses for the
last two years at the Career Center, an extension of our
county's public high school system.
My heart was set on production, and in my secondto-last-semester of college, Icompleted a production
internship at alocal radio station. During that time it
dawned on me that while Iloved production, Icouldn't
see myself doing it for the rest of my life. Something
had changed.
NEW OPPORTUNITY
I had always been more interested in the science behind broadcasting. Idesired a deeper understanding of the industry. That curiosity led me to
enter "Broadcast Engineering Programs" into asearch
engine one day during class, though Ifigured Iwas
grasping at straws. Ihad paid out of pocket for college
and had managed to accumulate no debt along the way
— Iknew if Iwent back to school that would change,
and Isimply didn't have the time.

Curiosity led me to enter
"Broadcast Engineering Programs"
into asearch engine one day
during class, though I
figured I
was
grasping at straws.

What appeared in my search results, however, said
otherwise. I discovered the NABEF's Technology
Apprenticeship Program, and Iapplied as soon as the
application period opened, left afterwards with afourmonth waiting period.
During that time, without knowing if I'd get into the
TAP Program, Ibegan making plans for apost-graduation career. Iapplied to be aP.S. Communications
Operator for the city, another career path that had been
on my heart for some time. During that process, however, something interesting happened.
At the end of February, Ireceived an email: Ihad
been accepted into the program. My course was once
again diverted, but Ijumped on the opportunity.
TAP kicked off in April at the NAB Technology

Rachel Torres
Show in Las Vegas. Eight other participants and Iwere
flown out from different corners of the United States
to meet each other there for the first time. We spent a
week together, learning from industry experts, getting
to experience the latest innovations in broadcast technology first hand, and preparing for our final project,
alive webcast we will complete in September at NAB
headquarters in Washington, D.C.
In the following months, each of us were placed at
alocal broadcast station near our hometown. This was
the beginning of our two-month paid apprenticeship in
June and July. The experience allows participants to
shadow supervising engineers and learn the basics of
the industry in ahands-on way.
The Society of Broadcast Engineers also works with
NABEF's TAP, giving participants access to study/training materials by which they can acquire their certification as aBroadcast Technologist.
As Icomplete my broadcast engineering apprenticeship at iHeartMedia in Greensboro, N.C., Iwill share
with you insights from my experience, as well as how
the program has helped me network, build on my skills
and view my career goals with more clarity.
My apprenticeship has dropped me headfirst into
the middle of the chaotic sea that is broadcast engineering, and I've loved every minute of it. Iwill always
want to learn more. Whether or not Iend up pursuing
engineering as a full-time career is yet to be determined. But the skills that Ihave and will continue to
acquire in this program are invaluable and will serve
me wherever Igo from here.
Ihope to see you along the way. Thank you for reading, and Ilook forward to sharing more with you about
my experience.
Next time: Impressions on the job.

Write to RW
Email radioworld@futurenet.com
with " Letter to the Editor" in
the subject field. Please include
issue date.
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BFBS
(continued from page 1)
WHAT'S ON
The radio/online content produced by the Forces
Network is amix of live local content produced at its terrestrial stations, plus network programming drawn from
the BBC and commercial U.K. stations. It can be heard
in the U.K. on AM/FM and DAB+; on FM in locations
such as Brunei, Canada, Cyprus, the Falkland Islands,
Germany, Gibraltar and Northern Ireland; on satellite in
the U.K.; via the BFBS Radio app; and online through
www.forces.net.
The Forces Network's content is designed to entertain the troops and help them stay connected to home;
to inform them on military-centric issues through an
independent news service, and to provide the troops
with access to services locally through each station. In
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listening to BFBS Canada, U.K. troops posted at CFB
Suffield have access to acommunity broadcaster who
speaks their language, in an accent that they recognize
as being from home.
"We offer three services," said Ness. "Our main service, Forces Radio BFBS, provides popular music and
news produced locally; with additional programming
sent over the internet via file transfer protocol by landline or satellite. We also offer BFBS Radio 2for music,
sport and spoken word content drawn from the BBC
and commercial U.K. radio stations. Finally, Gurkha
Radio offers Nepali language programs to our Gurkha
troops, who remain an important part of the UK Armed
Forces!' The Forces Network website (
www.forces.net)
hosts these channels, plus awide range of content that is
available on demand.

-

_

Forces Radio BFBS's Fiona Weir and Rachel
Cochrane aboard aChinook helicopter to MOB
Price in Afghanistan during Operation Herrick.
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Nicky Ness, director of Forces
Broadcasting & Entertainment

BFBS Canada Team Melissa Davies, Frank McCarthy
and Stephanie Strydom (from left).

Today's Forces Radio BFBS is as polished as
anything you can hear on mainstream U.K. radio.
(In fact, BFBS Canada is easily as professionally
produced as the commercial Canadian stations
serving nearby Medicine Hat; maybe more so.)
However, the service wasn't so slick when
it began testing as an experimental service in
recently liberated Algeria in 1943. Spearheaded
by some "switched-on colonels" who understood
how central radio had become to British culture, said Ness, "British Forces Experimental Algiers"
signed on Jan. 1, 1944 broadcasting Vera Lynn's iconic
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In 1946, Sgt. Peter Buckle operates the continuity desk in Haifa,
located in what was then known as Palestine.
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"Lili Marlene" on asalvaged German AM
transmitter.
"The whole thing was what we would
call a ' Heath Robinson contraption'
[Robinson being a cartoonist who drew
absurdly whimsical made of odds-andends that somehow functioned] put together of paper clips, strands of wire, and
string that saw the transmitter housed in
the pigeon loft, and the ground wire connected to a drain pipe:' Ness said. "The
loft was the highest point in the area, and
connected to its makeshift antenna, gave
our troops areal-time link to home when
they needed it most."

Sgt. Tom Moffatt reading the sports news in Cairo in 1949.

(continued on page 6)
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Radio Central: CHRS Asks Big Questions
California Historical Radio Society

This is the Pacific Telephone exchange
as it was constructed in 1900.

considers how to protect the past
while appealing to new audiences

RADIOHISTORY
BY MIKE ADAMS
The author is professor emeritus at San Jose State University
and the board chair of the California Historical Radio Society.
The California Historical Radio Society, CHRS, is building a
radio history museum on Alameda Island in the San Francisco
Bay.
For 10 years, our radio museum was in the abandoned studios
and offices of Berkeley radio station KRE. Under our original
handshake agreement, we were permitted to use the space rentfree with the option to purchase. But, alas, right in the middle of
our 2015 fund drive, we were informed that someone else would
buy the building including the two licensed AM transmitters
operating there, paying an amount far above our bid. Within a
month we were shown the door.
Immediately, CHRS President Steve Kushman of KGO(TV)
contacted our major donors and asked them to remain committed
while we searched for anew home. Within afrantic few months
we were able to locate and buy for $ 1million the 120-year-old
Pacific Telephone building in Alameda.
We are now creating aradio history experience, slowly, carefully, one exhibit at atime. We are calling it "Radio Central," because it was
once the central phone exchange, and it
is on Central Ave.

BFBS

(continued on page 6)
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(continued from page 5)

CONSTANT MISSION
After the Nazis were defeated, the U.K. established British
Forces Network Hamburg; a source of British content for
Allied occupation troops. As the world situation changed and
British Forces were deployed to conflict zones such as Cyprus,
Nairobi, Aden (Yemen), Singapore, Brunei and the Falkland
Islands, BFBS followed with radio stations that were either
deployed on site using mobile equipment, or in local facilities
either existing or purpose-built. In the same vein, as hot spots
cooled, BFBS pulled out; such as happened in 1994 when
BFBS Berlin closed down following German reunification and
withdrawal of U.K. soldiers.
During this time, BFBS engineers improvised as necessary.
This includes employing cactus needles to play 78 rpm records
when steel needles ran out in Benghazi, and rebuilding their
station in 1951 after aherd of elephants trampled the first one
into the dust. Interesting fact, apparently cactus needles can
only be used for one play each before wearing out.
In doing so, Forces Radio BFBS has stayed current with
advances in broadcasting technology. This is why the service
is now broadcast on DAB+ throughout the U.K. and is pioneering audio services that can be accessed by smart speakers
such as Amazon Alexa and Google Home.
"We want to be wherever our listeners are," said Ness.
"When 5G comes online and streaming audio to cars becomes
more practical, we'll be there too." At present, Ness estimates
Forces Radio BFBS' global listenership "to be in the millions"; comprised of the British military, their families, and
wider communities — nationally and internationally — with
an interest in the forces.

Forces Broadcast Collecfion

PLANS
CHRS is a California non-profit
501(c)(3) corporation created in 1974
to promote the research, preservation,
publication and presentation of early
radio and broadcasting.
In addition to the society's collections of the histories of Bay Area radio
stations and personalities, we have thousands of radios and other communications devices of the 20th century,
from wireless to radio to television,
from crystal to vacuum tube to transistor, from headphones to loudspeakers.
For radio scholars we have acomplete
communications library containing the
histories of radio technology and programming as it was created for amateur
and citizen audiences.
In addition to actual devices, we have

Forces Radio BFBS Presenter Gini Carlin's OB from Kabul in
Helmand Province.
Although Forces Radio BFBS' distribution has changed profoundly since its initial pigeon loft station in 1943, the service's
mission has not: To serve the British Armed Forces with the
most entertaining, informative, and morale-building content
possible, no matter where their audience is; 365 days ayear.
"All of us are here to do our very best for our listeners, and
based on the surveys we regularly conduct, our troops are very
satisfied with what they hear on Forces Radio BFBS," said
Ness. "At the end of the day, there can be no better heartfelt
thought for abroadcaster than that we are serving an audience
who enjoy and value what we do."
James Careless reports on the industry for Radio World
from Ottawa, Ontario.
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CHRS

aradio collecting hobby club. But now
with the responsibility of museum ownership, we must broaden our audience.
Our original membership is mostly
over 65, while the museum audience
we seek is from high school to college
to those of millennial age and beyond.
As a university professor Iwould ask
students in my communications history
class this question: How many of you
have radios? Several decades ago all
would raise their hands in the affirma-

(continued from page 6)
taken over the mission and archives of

organizations that were " virtual," that
is, they resided in someone's lime or
on the web.
The most important of these is
the Bay Area Radio Museum and
Broadcasting Hall of Fame, a salute to
the legendary radio personalities, stations and programming in the form of
air checks, photos and stories. It's soon
131

he

ore

(continued on page 10)
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The California Historical Radio Society museum is on historic Alameda Island in

Our annual Radio Day by the Bay features local broadcasters. Master of
Ceremonies Stan Bunger of KCBS Radio, left, and auctioneer Dan- Ashley of
KGOCI-V) are shown at Radio Day in July 2018.

the San Francisco Bay.

to be a "real" room in our building. We
have online the archives of The Society
of Wireless Pioneers (
sowp.org), and
we hold the FCC-licensed amateur station W6CF. In our shop members repair
radios for auction and display, and it is
in this space that we teach classes in
radio repair.
When we are fully built, we will have
acomplete radio museum featuring artii facts from early wireless to the present
day, all told as stories and much of it
interactive. We will have asmall theatre
for live presentations and a broadcast
control room and studio as it was in the
early years.
CHALLENGES BEFORE US
OK, we have lots of equipment. But
what is our purpose, our reason to exist?
CHRS began over 40 years ago as

Music from the past with Don Neeley's sextet.
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CHRS
(continued from page 8)

tive. Now when Iask the question only
one or two in a class of 100 admit to
owning aradio.
This is my cue to ask about their car
radio, and to start a discussion about
defining radio. I'll admit Ilisten to Bay
Area radio on a smartphone app and I
am alongtime subscriber to SiriusXM.
It's all radio. How can our museum
reach those who have never owned,
never tuned aradio?
How can we educate and excite new
audiences about the cultural as well as
the technical importance of radio? How
do we communicate the meaning of
radio to avery diverse Bay Area population, now one-third white, one-third
Hispanic, one-third Asian? How can we
remain viable long after our older hobbyist base ages out? How can we explain
in a compelling way how wireless 100
years ago relates to the wireless device
currently in the hand of every man,
woman and child?
Even more important, how can we
serve the Bay Area broadcast community, those professionals who were the
announcers, engineers and managers of
the formative years of radio? We have
their transmitters, control boards and
microphones. We want those broadcasters and their listening audiences as
museum patrons.
BY THE BAY
Our major yearly event is Radio Day
by the Bay; it features an auction of
vintage radios and the recreation of a
radio play featuring local radio talent as
the actors.
This year we presented the San
Francisco-themed "Pat Novak for Hire."
Our auctioneers are local broadcasters,
this year KGO-7 anchor Dan Ashley.
The new inductees into the Bay Area
Radio Hall of Fame were introduced
by author and San Francisco Chronicle
radio columnist Ben Fong-Torres and
Kim Wonderly of KCBS Radio. Our
long time master of ceremonies is KCBS
morning news personality Stan Bunger.
Radio Day is successful as afundraising
event, and it introduces a citizen audience to the museum.
The California Historical Radio
Society remains committed to providing
a forum for exchanging ideas, publish-

NEWS

ing stories and displaying the artifacts
of the history of radio and broadcasting.
But we must make our knowledge and
our artifacts relevant to the new audiences we seek to serve.
We are asking big questions: How do
we attract to our museum the broadcast-

ers that we honor? The Bay Area SBE
chapter holds their annual meeting in
our museum, but announcers seem less
interested. What do we do to attract
them? How do we reach those of millennial age? How do we move from a
static radio hardware museum to one

August 15, 2018

that speaks to the cultural importance
of communications technology and programming? How do we pay for it, and
how do we ensure our viability in the
future? These are our challenges.
For more information visit www.
californiahistoricalradio.com.

The interior in 1900, seen as an operating phone exchange. After that went out of business, the building became achurch
and, later, aprivate school.
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Today, the same space is filled with radios in storage. We will create our museum, studio and control room in this space.

Welcome to the Ne(x)twork
PURE AolF
Throughout
Network

Intuitively Designed
Virtual Radio Software

Multiplatform
Connectivity —
Hardware
E Cloud- Based

Revolutionize
Your Workflows

MOM

•
Seamlessly Integrate
with the Bionic Studio

Tap Into the Power
of the Largest
AolP Ecosystem
in Broadcast

Experience a Fully Integrated AolP Environment.
Axia is the Ne(x)twork, and the Ne(x)twork makes next- tech work. PURE AolP throughout the network means Axia
delivers afully integrated AolP environment, revolutionizing workflows and providing the largest AolP ecosystem in
broadcast. AES67 compliance ensures aplug- n- play experience with all AolP gear.
While other AolP broadcast protocols still rely on TOM- based systems to work— whether this concerns routing, mixing,
distribution, or intercom—Axia operates purely in the AolP domain, eliminating antiquated, expensive, cumbersome, and
hard- to- maintain equipment.
Tap into the largest AolP network in broadcast. 115+ Livewire partners, 8,000 Axia consoles, and 100,000 connected
Livewire devices.
Join the Ne(x)twork.
TelosAlliance.com/Nextwork
Available in the US: BGS.cc
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It Started With aTape Recorder
And other engineers share bird deterrent and flashlight tips

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset
Email Workbench tips to johnpbisset@gmail.com

I'm getting alot of neat stories about
what motivated readers to choose a
career in broadcasting.
Curt Yengst, CSRE, engineer for
WAWZF(M) in Zarephath, N.J., was
motivated by atape recorder. When he
was about seven or eight years old and
in the second grade in the mid- 1970s,
one of his friends had agadget that fascinated Curt: atape recorder.
Just the fact that his friend had his
own tape recorder was pretty remarkable to Curt. By today's standards, the
thing would easily be regarded as primitive, but for asecond-grader of the time,
it was cutting-edge technology. It was a
Panasonic, and it had ashiny silver and
black case. He thought it was the coolest thing that his friend could record
anything and play it back at will.

ig. 1: Roosting birds can
•
mpromise-antenna performance.

111111MIF

To this day, Curt still enjoys setting up amie
or two, recording, and then hitting rewind to hear
what he recorded.

Curt thought, "I've got to get me one
of these!" then realized, "There's no
way my parents will waste good money
on something like that."
Sometime after, Curt's mother
dragged him to the department store
for another painfully boring shopping
excursion. While his mother did her
shopping, Curt wandered over to the
electronics department.
There in a glass display case, he
saw a veritable cornucopia of portable
tape recorders, including the same exact
model his friend had. At the time, Curt
recollects it cost about $30, which to
an eight-year-old in 1977 was roughly
equivalent to the national debt.
(1%
Nearly -iv of new vehicles sold
will ship with HD Radio technology

I

NAUTEL HAS YOU
nautel.com/HDradio

nautel

On the other end of the display, the
cheapest one in the case was a small
green plastic tape recorder. It cost about
$14. Even that was well out of Curt's
price range. Curt knew his parents
weren't going to go for it, so he decided
then and there he would simply have to
save up for it.
Curt remembers the night he counted
his savings and discovered that he had
finally saved enough to buy the tape
recorder. There followed days of incessant badgering as he tried to get his
mother to return to the store.
Finally, the blessed day arrived. Curt
was about to part with every nickel he
had to his name. He dragged his mother
to the display case and tapped the glass
between himself and his prize.
His mother looked at it with that look
mothers get. You know the look. "Is that
the one you want?"
"Uhh
yeah."
"Are you sure?"
Curt thought, was she serious?
Where had she been for the last several
months? Curt was practically licking
the glass, and she's asking him if he's

sure it's what he wants? The pregnant
pause left him surprisingly hesitant.
Mothers have that power. They can
ask the simplest question and have you
doing some serious soul searching over
what should be arelatively simple thing.
After all, it was only atape recorder.
She then asked, "Which one does
your friend have?" Curt pointed to the
black and silver beauty at the other end
of the case. "Well, what's the matter
with that one?" she persisted. Curt's
reaction was: Duh! It only costs way
more than what he had. Curt replied, "I
only have enough for this one." What
happened next left him speechless.
"Give us that one," his mother said
to the clerk, who was waiting patiently
behind the case the whole time.
She was pointing to the black and
silver beauty! Before Curt could react,
his mom said, "Give me the money you
have, and I'll take care of the rest." She
took her wallet out, paid for the recorder, and even bought Curt apackage of
blank tapes!
Curt says he would bet a lot more
than $30 that his mother had no idea
that day where her "investment" would
lead. That day began the journey of a
lifetime, one Curt's still on, and enjoying every minute of it.
That tape recorder is long gone, and
others have taken its place, and have
been replaced themselves; but he still
remembers the feeling of recording anything that made noise. To this day, Curt
still enjoys setting up a mic or two,
recording, and then hitting rewind to
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hear what he captured. You're never
entirely sure what you're going to get,
but when it works out, it's magic.
Of course, nowadays, it's all digital.
The "tape" is now astring of ones and
zeroes, but the magic is still there. Curt
ends his story by thanking his mom for
the many years of magic the recorder
provided, and for always being there.
In previous columns, we've promoted www.bird-x.com, which provides
polycarbonate spikes that can be affixed
to STL antenna dipoles to deter osprey
or other roosting birds, as pictured in
Fig. 1.
Bird Deterrent Technologies (
www.
belc.com) has a different approach.
Their Vulture Decoy provides almost
instantaneous results, the company says.
Birds get agitated and confused and
then migrate to another property that
presents aless threatening sight.
After hours of in-field, on-site evaluations, Bird Deterrent Technologies says
its means tested and deployed the most
realistic Vulture Bird Deterrent available.
Birds do not and will not congregate
in an area where one of their own has
been injured or killed. To an approaching bird, the decoy looks life-like (or
lifeless), often creating aconfused and
agitated state. While sounding simplistic, these emotions are transferred birdto-bird generating confusion among the
approaching flock.
How can broadcasters use this
device? The Vulture Bird Deterrent can
be hung from abroadcast tower.
An article authored by the United
States Department of Agriculture's
Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service (and highlighted on the company's website) noted that suspended vulture carcasses provide ahighly efficient
method of controlling roosting bird
activity on or around towers. Read it
online at https:11tinyurl.comlyaou2y2e.
Bird Deterrent Technologies' method
is a "simplistic, yet humane approach
to deterring nuisance birds," according to the company's website (
http:II
www.bddlc.comlabout). They note that
towers that are free of birds are not
only safer to service, but have alonger
in-service life as aresult of being free
from acidic bird droppings, the company says.

D

ale McCubbins is the production
director for Christian Family Radio
stations, headquartered in Bowling
Green, Ky. Dale adds acomment to the
June 20 Workbench discussion regarding flashlights.
Something Dale uses in the basement
(continued on page 14)
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WORKBENCH
(continued from page 12)
of the radio station is aCOB-style "light
switch" flashlight. Sold under several
brand names, these compact flashlights
combine batteries and bright LEDs in a
light-switch type enclosure. Ifound one
such model at Walgreens, and it's shown
in Fig. 2.
Rather than a sliding brightness
switch, Dale's version employs a "light
switch" mounted on the face. Depending
on the model, the flashlight can provide
from 100 to 200 lumens. These are semi-
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portable — they have a magnet, hookand-loop fastener or a screw-slot for
hanging the light from ascrew or hook.
In the basement of Ryan's station,
HVAC ductwork limits the light of the
standard light sockets. Using the builtin magnet, Ryan attaches the lights
directly to the HVAC ductwork.
Their portability makes these lights
just as useful in the tool box as mounted
on a wall. Ryan has even used these
LED lamps at concert remotes after
dark.
Although the product is available at
hardware stores such as Ace, as well as

big box stores, you can find these flashlights on Amazon. Enter "Jollytool" in
the Amazon search field.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll help
fellow engineers and qualify for SBE
recertification credit. Send Workbench
tips and high-resolution photos to
johnpbissetegmail.com. Fax to (603)
472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 48
years in the broadcasting industry and
is still learning. He handles western US
Radio Sales for the Telos Alliance. He is
SBE certified and is apast recipient of
the SBE's Educator of the Year Award.
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Fig. 2: One version of aportable
flashlight with magnetic mount.
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Promoted to president of
GatesAir International
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aczacacio

OFF

OFF

Kat San Andres

OFF

Local Media
San Diego
Elevated to' assistant

Introductory Sale
$1,000 off

program di -ector for

12 channels

XHTZ(FM)

3stereo Busses
Mix- minus phone buss

Phil Wilke
North State Public Radio
Hired to serve as general manager, also leading Chico, Calif.'s

With phones, tablets, and PCs all touch screens. Virtual is the wave of the future. So, Arrakis introduces DARE, the
NEW Virtual Radio console that works right out of the box, like aconsole should. DARE software on aWindows PC is the
mixing engine for the console, which is connected to Arrakis Simple-IP IRU boxes ( by asingle cable) that have all of the
analog. digital. and AolP connections to your station. No network to configure. Just plug it in and you are
And yet
DARE features world standard Dante AolP connectivity so interconnecting studios is just an ethernet cable away.
Available in 4, 8, 12, and 15 channel models, amazing Digital Virtual consoles at traditional analog console prices
on

dir.

KCHO(FM) and Redding's
KFPR(FM)

Kavi Halemane
iHeartMedia
Upped to executive vice
president and general

s3,900

manager of digital programming for iHeartRadio

0ARC-Virt 12 ( list price $4.900) ( PC not included)
www.arrakis-systems.com
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Send information- to radioworlde
futurenet.com with People News in
the subject field.
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Shown are just afew touchscreens, created by users and deployed ,
nWoadcast far.litief. today, utilizing our ScreenBuilder virtual development platform.

Why Stop At The Console When You Can
Virtualize Your Entire Studio?
With ScreenBuilder 2.0, YOU determine what to put behind your glass.
Buttons. Faders. Knobs. Meters. Clocks and timers. Salvos Hardware control. Complete signal
chains. YOU determine exactly how they function and interact with asimple scripting wizard.
Smart virtual tools. Intelligent IP audio networking. WheatNet-IP with ScreenBuilderTM
virtual development platform lets you adapt as you go. Got any ideas?

Download your free e- book " MAKING SENSE OF THE VIRTUAL STUDIO"
wheatstone.com/smartSB

VIRTUAL • AUGMENTED •

REALITY

WHEATNET-IP INTELLIGENT NETWORK
AMAMI»

Build Your Own. It's All nWheatNet-IP.
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*, SUMMER OF PRODUCTS
It's new equipment season again! Radio World's
"Summer of Products" feature is all about new
gear that has come onto the market in recent
months, especially during spring convention

RADIOWORLD

Room 1
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Room 2

season. Over the last few issues we have
featured equipment that caught our eye.
Cat 5Wall Plate

New Headphones
ROM Haller
Technical

Radial ships catapult mini Tx
and Ox IP Network modules
Radial Engineering is shipping its Catapult
Mini TX and RX, new additions to its modular Catapult IP snake system.
The original Catapult is afour-channel audio snake for sending analog and AES digital audio signals over Cat- 5cable.
Radial introduced the system in August 2016.
Building on that concept, the Catapult Mini performs the same function, with the Catapult Mini TX (transmitter) and RX
(receiver) both featuring acompact steel chassis with a hardwired fan- out to four XLR connectors.
The result allows users to send balanced analog audio between any two destinations reportedly without signal loss or
degradation. Many buildings are already prewired for Cat- 5, allowing Catapult Minis to transmit audio between distant
rooms without the need to install or supply new cabling.
All of the Radial Catapult modules are compatible with each other, and are sold individually, providing the option to mix
and match as needed.
The Catapult Mini TX and RX, available for $ 89.99, can be used together as apair to create acompact four- channel audio
snake, or they can be matched with other Catapult modules that include splitting capabilities or transformer isolation.
Info: www.radialeng.com

magix nevamps music maker
In what it calls the " most revolutionary feature update since its first

Halter Technical's HTSM1 Scene
Monitor headphones are designed
"fill the gap in the market for an
inexpensive, quality headphone,
the Scene Monitor is comfortable
enough for producers, directors,
script supervisors, loggers and editors to wear for an entire workday
without fatigue."
Each set has both switchable silicone and leather earpads. The connecting cable is three feet long and
straight with a 5.3 mm-1/8- inch
connector. The drivers are 40 mm

release 23 years ago," software maker Magix has released a new version of its Music Maker music creation software program for Windows.
Tops on the list of refurbishment is the power plant under the
hood, the 64- bit Hybrid Audio Engine from stablemate Samplitude.
Music Maker now supports CPU multicore processing for improved
editing and audio processing. In addition multiple plug-in packages

voi

have been brought in — including Ozone 8 Elements from iZotope. Music Maker also packs in hundreds of new loops
and effects packages along with new onboard instruments (from strings to keys to percussion and horns).
Magix offers afree version featuring the basics ( along with hundreds of loops and tools). Prices: Music Maker Plus
Edition: $ 59.99; Music Maker Premium Edition: $ 129.99.
Info: www.magix.com

Henry Engineering Fires up sportscaster

and impedance astiff 32 ohms.
Scene Monitor is also available

Henry Engineering has developed what looks to be a handy rackmountable program audio communications control unit,
the SportsCaster.

in 10- packs for larger staffs.

According to the company, the SportsCaster can manage announcers' mics, control and distribute headphone audio for
talent, producer and camera operators and also provide an intercom for back channel communication between crew.
SportsCaster has controls for three announcers, afield reporter, two auxiliaries ( e.g. acrowd mic, PA announcer, etc.),

Info: www.haltertechnical.com

NXSeries

3kW— 50 kW AM

mum Rpm

Henry's Sports Pod announcer interface. In addition
there are talkback and cue systems for the crew.
The company says, " SportsCaster is acompact 1RU

-Ear

Rad

unit, and can be installed in afew minutes using standard
cabling. It eliminates the need for multiple mixers, head-

Outstanding Control
86-81M•
Compact
nautel.com/NX

dedicated headphone outputs for the announcers, a
field reporter, camera operators and producer and main
program output. SportsCaster is optimized to work with

haute!

phone amps, distribution systems and complicated wiring."
It is available now for $ 1,295.
Info: www.henryeng.com

The Future Can Bring Anything

LXE is Ready for Everything
Virtually every button, knob, and display on the LXE is programmable using ConsoleBuilder. And you can
design dynamic custom touchscreen interfaces to augment L_XE's extensive screen set with ScreenBuilder.TM
Need more input faders? Enable up to four layers to multiply the number (up to 32) in the same footprint.
Whether it's 2020, 2040, or 2080, your LXE will adapt to your needs.

Your Forever Console
Download
your free E- Book:
Advancing AolP
for Broadcast
11•111.• •• •
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sennheiser memory
mic Aimed at Mobile
Journalists

movonics Releases
Listener Experience
update tor momini 638

Microphone and headphones
specialist Sennheiser will debut
awireless designed for use by

Inovonics released afree firmware
update that adds " Listener Experience"

mobile journalists with their

to its INOmini 638 HD SiteStreamer,
which enables users to monitor up to

smartphones.
The Memory Mic is placed on
clothing. It features a condenser
capsule with an omnidirectional
pattern. It is powered by a
rechargeable lithium polymer
battery.

August
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30 sources of FM and HD programming
over the Internet.
According to acompany announce-
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ment, the new Listener Experience
feature enables " users to remotely view
on asingle screen all of the FM and
HD- Radio Channels 1-8 from channel

5<me
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presets on the unit" via the 638's web
interface.
lnovonics says users can now select and view info from the FM channel and the HD-Rad.o channels that are being transmitted on one screen. This information includes call letters, RDS messaging, artist, song title, album and genre. This is in
addition to remote listening via a live stream of the station.
Info: www.inovonicsbroadcast.com

worldcast Develops Hew RDS Encoder

Tobias von Allwoerden, senior
product manager, Professional
Audio, Sennheiser, said, " The
benefits for the mobile journalist
include audio pick-up in broadcast
quality via the free Sennheiser
app, one-touch synchronization of
audio and video via Bluetooth, no
issues at all with range, up to four
hours of operating time and convenient recharging via USB."
The free app is available for
Android and Apple. It ships with a
USB recharging cable.
Info: www.sennheiser.com

WorldCast's Audemat
marque has a new
RDS encoder called,
simply, Audemat RDS
RDSECQOtR
Encoder.
Besides the expected
RDS/RDBS tools ( e.g. artist
name, song titles, traffic
message, EAS, etc.), the encoder adds an MPX-over-AES digital audio function. Furthermore, it can insert the encoding
directly into the digital chain. In addition it is compatible with RDS2 standards.
As aWorldCast product, it is conversant with the company's ScriptEasy Apps ard Manager for programming, control
and management. It is fully networkable and remote controllable.
There's also an onboard tuner for immediate monitoring.
Info: vvww.worldcastsystems.com

sonnet Technologies
Has Hew Thunderbolt
Peripherals
Computer peripheral specialist Sonnet Technologies
is offering several new Thunderbolt 3- based peripherals.
The Fusion 1TB and 2TB PCIe portable solid-szate
Flash storage drives are Windows- and Mac-compatible drives.
Throughput is the 40 Gbps bandwidth of its Thurderbolt 3 interface
that delivers data transfer speeds up to 2,600 Mbps.
The new eGFX BreakawayBox 650 Thunderbolt 3to GPU card expansion system is designed to handle what trie company
describes as " large, power-hungry graphics cards, including the AMD Radeon RX Vega 64, Radeon Pro WX 9100, 9100 SSG and

8,000+

AU ITx

Installed
nautei

nautel.com

overclocked NVIDIA GeForce GTX 10 series- based cards."
Also the graphics processor front Sonnet has two complete Thunderbolt 3solutions with graphics cards already installed
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AVOID TRIPS
SAVE TIME
SAVE MS EY

— eGFX Breakaway Puck Radeon RX 560 and eGFX Breakaway Puck Radeon RX 570 These are designed for supplementing a
laptop.
The Solo1OG is a new Thunderbolt 3is an external 10 Gigabit Etherret adapter. The adapier connects Windows ana Mac
computers with aThunderbolt 3 port to 10 GbE networks. A PCIe card version is the Solo 10G PCIe; which can aiso work in
Linux systems.
Info: www.sonnettech.com

GREAT
SOUND
MATTERS
MOST
With audio processing, nothing matters more than your sound.
You want people to stop, listen, and listen longer. Cutting- edge
sound performance from the team of processing experts at Omnia
can do that for you.
Huge cluster or small studio. Massive budget or lean and mean. In
the cloud or in the flesh, Omnia has the products you need to make
your signature sound consistently jaw- dropping and dial- stopping
across any platform.
No one has the breadth of audio processors like Omnia does.
From the flagship 11 all the way to the VOLT 1RU—
all our products feature the same DNA of passion,
performance, and innovation no matter the price point.
Because every station deserves the very best sound possible.
It's Your Sound. Make It Legendary.

mnta

telosalliance.com/omnia-sound-matters
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omnia Releases major processor updates
Recently the lelos Alliance's Omnia processor brand has released major software updates to its Omnia.11 (shown) and Omnia.9 processors.
The Omnia.11 v3.5 update includes the new " Pepino" clipper — the latest
FM final clipper design from Frank Foti, who designed it to complement the
Omnia.11's G- Force dynamics engine. Omnia explains that through research into
the peak limiting mechanism and how distortion is created, the Pepino clipper
system suppresses both harmonic and intermodulation distortion as the clipping
function is realized. This is applied over the entire audio spectrum, and the result
is cleaner audio overall, yet without compromise to the desired competitive loudness level, the company says.

Augt.st 15, 2018

Audio-Technica Heralds
New Headphones
Headphone and microphone specialist AudioTechnica recently added to its broadcast-capable
headphone lineup.
The ATH-M60x have aclosed- back on-ear
design with acompact design yet they
utilize a large 45 mm driver, the company says. The drivers have rare earth
magnets and copper- clad aluminum
wire voice coils. Impedance is low. Cup
cushions and the headband utilize memory foam for added comfort, A-Tsays.
The headphones come with three
interchangeable cables ( 1.2-3- meter coiled,
3- meter straight and 1.2- meter straight — each
with a3.5 mm ( 1/8- inch) mini- plug), a6.3 mm ( 1/4inch) screw- on adapter. A protective carrying pouch is also included.
Info: www.audio-technica.com

Lightning Strikes Audioarts
New Omnia.9 v3.18.99 is a major update, making the . 9sound better than
ever, the company says. New features include amajor system rewrite to the
audio engine, introducing a new lower- latency clipper; a new streaming engine;
an integrated stream server; phase correction with mono bass; expanded SNMP
features; shared processing path for AM+HD units; improved BS.412 MPX power
limiter; and seamless preset switching. The update enables optional pMPX encoding, which offers full composite MPX over a320 kbps pipe, as well as optional
Livewire+ AES67 for even more flexible I/O.
Info: www.telosalliance.com

Wheatstone says that broadcasters have asked it for ac'ean-perfoeming standalone on-air console with astraightforward layout. The company says That the
Audioarts Lightning fits the bill.
The Lightning is intended for studios that have mostly microphone or analog
source inputs and where a lot of studio routing isn't required. It doesn't have the
extensive AID, DIA conversions of atypical digital board, yet users have access
to editing software, Skype or other external sources through USB and Bluetooth
connectivity.

oatesAir Launches Fmxi
Adding to its HD Radio, GatesAir has debuted its FMXi 4g importer/
exporter.
The FMXi 4g features asoftware- embedded architecture that combines
importer and exporter functions and provides dynamic time and audio correction (diversity delay software).

The Lightning comes in 12- or 16- channel tabletop configurations and has a

"The software intelligence built into the FMXi 4g aligns the time, levels
and phase of the audio to remove undesirable artifacts and deliver aclean
and engaging audience experience," GatesAir Chief Product Officer Rich
Redmond said in a press release.
According to the announcement, " the proprietary algorithm inside the
FMXi 4g ensures proper time alignment between analog ( FM) and digital ( HD
Radio) signals, and improves the listener experience by removing the objectionable blending artifacts."
The removal of astandalone, computer- based importer or exporter eliminates the boot- up process and eliminates external networks, clocking and
GPS references between disparate systems, which raise the possibility of
packet loss and other imperfections.
Info: www.gatesair.com

modular design with four- channel input panels, and a master/monitor panel with
linear faders for headphone and control room level control. Faders are conductive plastic and switches are LED illuminated.
Input channels have A/B source selection, with balanced ime-in for the A
source and trimmable - 10 dBV to + 4 dBu line- in on B. Standard feaiures include
four stereo program buses, two auto mix- minuses for call- ins, four mic preamps
with variable gain trim and switchable +48V phantom power, plus built-in headphone jack and cue speaker amplifiers. Additional four-channel mic preamp cards
can be fitted if needed.
USB and Bluetooth connectivity onboard is useful for playing audio directly
from a PC or to output audio to edit in VoxPro or other recording software, as
well as receive and record calls from Bluetooth-enabled cellphones or play cuts
from MP3 players. The console also contains a patchable AES input tor conrecting adigital source to any fader, and built-in A/D conversion for the main program output so operators can access the program air feed as balanced analog,
AES3 digital or both simultaneously.
Info: www.wheatstone.com

THINI En
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

• Brand new bass clipper turns your bass into agentle
rumble or big, deep thunderclaps.
• Improved Auto EQ balances the input spectrum, even
with sudden input changes.
•New symmetric compressor mode gives avery
natural sound, even with lots of compression.
•Improved AGC makes it even easier to operate
transparently while keeping your levels tight.
• New Bass EQ automatically adjusts deep and warm
bass levels to match the rest of the sound.
• More than 10 new presets with unique sounds.
Over 120 other additions and improvements.

STEREO TOOL
BROADCAST

AUDIO

Find out for yourself! Get afree
trial today at stereotool.com
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When aStation Known for
Music Adds aMorning Show
Case study: Sherman & Ti ngle on Lhicago's VVDRV

el 21s t CENTURY

Pp

by Dave Beasing

RADIOIAIORLD

Resource for Business, Programming and Sales

CHICAGO'S

direction, you risk total devastation," says Cressman. "There are
so many other choices for music
now, but they don't offer local
music curation and companionship. To maximize our advantage, radio stations are racing to
see who can have the best talent
in mornings and every daypart.
Music is still important, but it's
delivered by friends you enjoy
spending time with."

Ever hike the steep narrow pathways
just inside the rim of the Grand Canyon?
That's how it felt to launch the "Sherman
& Tingle" morning show on Chicago's
WDRV(FM) "The Drive" on Halloween
in 2016.
"We knew that there was no other route
we could take, no other option," says Program Director Rob Cressman. "But it was
BUILT ON MUSIC
scary as hell!"
If there ever was aradio brand
In the face of growing competition
built on music, it's "The Drive."
from streaming services, satellite radio
Iconic Dis demonstrate their
and other music sources, even the most
knowledge and love for the music.
Rob Cressman is the program
well-built, music-centric FM brands are
Voiceover legend Nick Michaels,
director of " The Drive."
facing a harsh realization: Their longwho passed away from a heart
term survival depends on adding more personality,
attack earlier this year, wove cinematic stories about the
contrary to their original DNA.
artists as the imaging voice of "The Drive."
"In 2018, if you're not already moving in that
Longtime morning DJ Steve Downes kept the focus
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on music until his retirement from "The Drive."
This was followed by
what Cressman calls a
"failed experiment."
He knew they probCLASSIC ROCK
ably had just one more
chance to "get it right"
when they hired Brian Sherman and Steve Tingle,
who had first teamed up at crosstown alternative rock
station Q101. When that frequency began aquick succession of ownership and format changes in 2011, they
— and the whole staff — were asked to leave.
Tingle did what most radio people do in that situation. He loaded up the U-Haul and moved his family to the next opportunity — in Philadelphia, then
Atlanta.
"I was with Emmis so long." Tingle wondered,
"Why do so many radio people keep traveling? Why do
they get fired? Then Istarted to understand."
Sherman didn't want that kind of life. He had offers,
but "my gut feeling was not to move my whole family
somewhere for arisky job that could last six months. So
Iremember thinking, 'Maybe Idon't want to do [radio]
anymore.' Ithink most radio people feel that way at
times, but — I'm sorry to tell you — you're spoiled by
working in radio. Deal with it."
He tried several non-radio jobs, including (wait for
it...) driving agarbage truck. "'The Drive' was the # 1
pre-set button in my truck, and Ilistened to [ Ws] Steve
(continued on page 24)
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DOWNLOAD
ruby BROCHURE
bit.ly/2kT8Obi

Feast your eyes on the new ruby mixing console.
Intuitive. Uncluttered. Powerful, yet so refined. Streamlined from every angle.
Optimized controls: everything you need, nothing you don't. Only 5 cm ( 2") tall,
from the bottom of its exquisitely cast side frames to the tops of its carefully
chosen rotary selectors.

But great design goes :_
,
,
eyond mere good looks. Which is why ruby is expertly
crafted for both speed and accuracy — controls perfectly placed to fall
naturally to hand. Premium-grade displays, faders and switches. Standardsbased AES67 networking. Powerful features like AutoMix smart mixing and
instant one- button switcning between live and production modes. Up to
96 channels of DSP and 1,920 routing crosspoints*. The cherry on top? A
customizable, context-sensitive touchscreen GUI that puts virtual control of

Welcome to your command cockpit. Graphical, intuitive, customizable:
ruby's onscreen interface, powered by our VisTool GUI builder, is so
much more than just meters and aclock. Multi-touch controls instantly
give what's needed to control studio devices, tweak dynamics, adjust
virtual faders, meter true loudness — even design your own custom
screens. The possibilities are virtually limitless.

mixer functions, playout software, stud° devices, even Web feeds, social media

t111b..-

and video, right at your operator's fingertips.

No other console is this sman. Slim, trim, and sharp as the cutting edge.
Engineered and built without compromise by German craftsmen.
Sprechen Sie deutsch?

www.lawo.com

Who says small can't be mighty? ruby's mixing engine, Power Core,
is equipped with redundant IP networking, dual- redundant power
capability, and tons of built-in I/O - 384 stereo channels, standard with room to add even more. There are dozens of DSP channels, and
abuilt-in routing switcher, too. It's like 12 rack units of power, packed
into only 1RU.
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Champion Cause Marketing
This strategy can help your community, your ratings and your bottom line

PROMO

POWER
Mark Lapidus

I,

It's gotta suck to be a plastic straw
manufacturer these days. Outrage against
the plastic straw apparently started in
2015 with a viral video of a sea turtle
getting a straw stuck up his cute little
nose. This inspired "Entourage" star
Adrian Grenier and his Lonely Whale
Foundation to push for straws to be
banned in Seattle and other cities.
What began as a small movement
three years ago now has celebrities like
Tom Brady speaking out against the
straw. The Lonely Whale Foundation
has announced acampaign sponsored by
Bacardi titled, #TheFutureDoesntSuck,
saying that the campaign will help eliminate 1billion plastic straws by 2020.
I'm all in! Iimagine most people will
be. It's clear that plastic pollution has
become an increasingly alarming issue.
DO GOOD, DO WELL
What's this got to do with radio?
Well, this in-your-face campaign is a
stark reminder of something that is
rarely found on-air anymore. Some call
it " issue advocacy." Others refer to this
potent force as "cause marketing." In
radio's case, it means taking astand on
an issue that an audience can get behind.
Why should radio stations be proponents of specific do-gooder missions?
Mainly, because doing good for society
at large is important to our mission of

serving the communities in which we
live.
If that isn't enough to motivate management, there are two things that happen when cause marketing is done well.
The first is the development and/or
maintenance of audience loyalty, which
— inevitably and somewhat crassly, I
will admit — translates into ratings and
long-term survival in format.
The second (are you listening, sales
managers?) is additional sponsorship
dollars that are obtained outside of
day-to-day spot advertising. It might not
have hit you at first, but look in the first

MORNING SHOW
(continued from page 22)

Downes and Bob Stroud every single day, never thinking in amillion years that Imight work there someday
— or anywhere in radio again."
Then a suburban Chicago station reached out to
offer him an on-air position, and —
although they couldn't pay much — it
was an opportunity to get back into the
business without uprooting his family.
ASUCCESSFUL REUNION
Fast-forward two years, and to their surprise, "The
Drive" started toying with the idea of bringing Tingle
back to Chicago to reunite with his old friend. "It was
out of nowhere, and it was a no-brainer," says Sherman. "But to fit on 'The Drive,' Steve and Ihad to
prove to Hubbard that we'd grown up since our Q101
days. And we had."
Cressman started them off slowly, playing 10 songs

paragraph to see what major liquor company is literally pouring investments
into #TheFutureDoesntSuck.
Note that there is a vital difference
between getting behind a cause and
supporting a political candidate who
is advocating for that initiative. It may
seem subtle, but if a station explicitly
promotes the election of one candidate
or the defeat of another, you will be
subject to federal campaign regulations.
If you feel it makes more sense to feature an on-air personality as the advocate
for your cause, this also can work well.
However, if this talent ever leaves your

an hour. Lately, it's down to six or
seven. "The plot of their show is
they're suburban dads who never
really wanted to grow up. They've
taken that and made it bigger than
life."
Not all of "The Drive's" music
fanatics accepted the new show
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station, it will be challenging to continue
acampaign so closely tied to that personality — who could then take it to another
station in your city.
CHAMPIONING YOUR OWN CAUSE
What are some issues to think about?
It's hard to generalize, because there
are problems that may be specific to
your area.
For example, homelessness is a
big issue in many cities, but perhaps
nowhere bigger than in San Francisco.
Could astation — or agroup of stations
— make fighting homelessness in the
Bay Area their issue? No question. But
it would indeed be challenging because
the issue is so huge, and coming up with
goals isn't easy.
On the other hand, there are groups
already tackling the problem and maybe
what they need is the media power that
one big station — or agroup of stations
— can provide on ayear-round basis.
Finding the right issue takes research
and careful analysis. Take your time.
The issue must connect emotionally
with the vast majority of your audience.
It's supremely helpful if there is a
group you can partner with, which can
lend credibility to your effort and provide manpower when needed.
For radio, the most powerful issues
will, of course, be local.
You must also think of the long term,
looking perhaps five years out, so you
have plenty of time to surpass whatever
goals you set.
Let's not kid ourselves: Issue advocacy isn't for every radio station or group.
But it's the way to go for those stations
with a vision for themselves and their
communities.
Mark Lapidus is a longtime contributor to Radio World. Email him at
marklapiduslegmail.com.

on a station like 'The Drive.' Now,
I can't stop listening. I'm hooked."
Tingle replied with a high-five and
said, "Nothing makes me happier."
Without adoubt, the listener could
sense he meant it.
Since their return to Chicago,
"Sherman & Tingle's" ratings started
strong and just keep climbing. After
driving garbage trucks and moving
vans during their time apart, they
could not be more grateful.
"The second time around is so
Brian Sherman an dSteve Tingle
much fun," says Tingle. "This does not
right away, but the team's authenticity and accessibilfeel like work."
ity has won over many of the cynics. They get out to
Adds Sherman, "Iknow this sounds like aHollypublic appearances like "Thirsty Thursdays" often,
wood screenplay, but it's atrue story. We're living it."
and they take the time to spend afew minutes with
Veteran programmer Dave Beasing's new company
every person who shows up.
is Sound That Brands. It coproduced "Inside Trader
At one recent event, a 50-year-old gentleman
Joe's" with Steve Goldstein of Amplifi Media. It's
approached to admit, "When you first came on, I
become the most listened-to branded podcast series of
thought you were terrible, that you didn't belong
its kind. Find Dave on Twitter edavebeasing.
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Know the Many Sides of Broadband Antennas
When looking into deploying this specialty tool, consider these points
BY DOUG IRVVIN
There are several reasons that an FM
station would participate in the build of
abroadband antenna system, including:
•Construction of a new main transmitter site, where tower space is
limited;
•Construction of a new auxiliary
transmitter site, where space is limited;
•The desire to use a tower with
limited capacity to hold additional
antennas.
Of course there are many instances
where the tower owner sees an advantage in providing a master antenna to
accommodate all its FM clients. In this
article we're going to look at "broadband" antennas provided by some wellknown manufacturers, along with some
examples of their use. The use of a
broadband antenna might very well
solve aproblem for you in the
future, so please read on.

by 3 dB hybrid. "If there is sufficient
isolation between the dipoles, you can
feed the reject load port as a second input," Edwards said. The signals
fed into the hybrid using the "normal"
inputs radiate with right-hand circularity; the signal fed in to the "reject" port
radiates in left-hand circularity.
Then the problem becomes fairly
simple. "The stations that are nondirectional are fed in to each element at equal
power:' he said. "The station that needs
to be directional is fed at full power on
two [of the three] faces, and at — 10 dB
[in this particular case] on the third.
"In that fashion, you're able to produce both types of patterns in one
antenna system."
I asked Edwards about the power
dividers used in the system (adiagram
of which is seen as Fig. 1). The stations that are omni are all fed by way
of the equal six-way power divider and
equal-length cables. "We repurposed a
—10 dB coupler [commonly used early

MT. ASCUTNEY
Shively Labs recently constructed asemi-custom broadband antenna for VPR's Mount
Ascutney site near Windsor,
Vt. Ispoke with Sean Edwards,
RF designer and project lead,
about the system.
"The unique requirement
of this system is that there
were two tenant stations that
needed to be omnidirectional,
while the third needed to be
scheme employed with
directional — with a pretty
three-station combiner
significant null towards the
for Vermont Public Radio.
northeast," said Edwards.
The solution ended up being
use of asix-element Shively 6014 panel
antenna with modifications to its feed
system — specifically, the type of feed
and the power distributions. The antenna
is athree-sided array, with two levels.
Each 6014 element is a crossed
dipole, and each of those dipoles is fed

dates stations on 88.1 MHz (WNCH),
89.5 MHz (WVPR) and 106.1 MHz
(WHDQ).

on in HD Radio implementations] and
modified it to become the —13 dB coupler," he said. "The output from the
—13 dB port went to a two-way power
divider, and the ' through' port was fed

ELEMENTS
John Schadler is vice president of
engineering for Dielectric. He said the

• For full band FM operation (
20% bandwidth) with a 1.15:1 VSWR specification
• a= 19" ( 38" diameter)

Capable of handling ( 8) 20k

• h= 11" ( 22" height)

stations all with - 10 dB IBOC

Frequency ( MHz)

Optimized for the channels of interest ( 94 MHz to 107 MHz under 1.06:1 VSWR
— — — — Optimized for the full FM band ( 88 MK zto 108 MHz under 1.15:1 VSWR

Bandwidth measurement results for DCR-U antenna for Tall Tower Ventures in
Miami
into a four-way power
divider. The resulting
power delta is —10 dB.
There are other ways to
do it, but that's how we
approached it."
The Shively 6014
panel antenna is made
for broadband applications and has the
capacity to handle
15 kW per element.
Its VSWR specification for the entire 20
MHz of the FM band
is 1.15:1 or better.
The Mount Ascutney
antenna
accommo-

TOR PEY TIME

company makes two styles of broadband antennas for the FM band.
"First is the side-mount ring style,
which would use our DCR-M elements,
in the lowest power version. The next
step up in terms of power would make
use of the DCR-S elements, followed by
the highest power version, which would
use the Dielectric DCR-U elements.
That antenna is capable of handling
eight full-power stations."
Antennas based on the Dielectric
DCR-M or DCR-S elements are limited
to 12 MHz of bandwidth; the DCR-U
accommodates the entire 20 MHz of
the FM band. The VSWR spec is 1.15:1
across the entire band.
(continued on page 26)
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ANTENNAS
(continued from page 25)

Dielectric also offers the FMVee,
which consists of three circularly polarized stainless steel radiators mounted
around on astructural mast, producing
an omnidirectional pattern with than ±2
dB variance in the horizontal plane (for
top-mount configurations). The design
of the FMVee antenna offers control of
the elevation pattern by adjusting beam
tilt and null fill. This antenna type also
offers 20 MHz of bandwidth and can
handle 10 Class C stations.
Dielectric recently provided aDCRU-based broadband antenna to Tall
Tower Ventures in Miami, and accommodates six stations ranging from 93.1

TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

MHz to 106.7 MHz.
"In terms of its physical size, the
DCR-U is very aperture-efficient. It's
38 inches in diameter," said Schadler.
"The amount of bandwidth you can get
out of an antenna is directly related to
the volume. It pushes its limits as far as
the volume goes."
MT. MORRISON
Recently, ERI worked with tower site
owner Bear Creek Development in the

design and construction of two combined antennas, both installed at Mt.
Morrison near the Red Rocks Amphitheater west of Denver.
The first of the two antennas (model
1182-6CP-DA-SP) was designed to
accommodate five Denver stations:
KUVO, at 89.3 MHz; KYGO at 98.5
MHz; KIMN at 100.3 MHz; KOSI MHz
at 101.1; and KXKL at 105.1 MHz. The
number of stations that can share the
antenna is really only limited by its

August 15,2018

power handling capability: This antenna
is designed to handle up to 125 kW of
combined power and has asingle 6- 1/8inch, 50 ohm, EIA flanged input.
"A system like this is designed to
handle the entire FM band and generally has aVSWR specification of 1.25:1,
maximum, 88.1 MHz to 107.9 MHz,"
said Bill Harland, the vice president of
marketing for ERI.
He added, "Directional antennas are
generally more challenging with respect

The Dielectric DCR-S antennas
on an arm of the Sutro Tower in
the Bay area.

Bay Country
OADCAST

EQUIPMENT

Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment
View our latest list of
equipment on-line at:
www.baycountry.com
Al! equipment sold with
a 15 day return gurantee

BUY....SELL....TRADE
7117 Olivia Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21220
Ph: 877-722-1031
New Mt. Morrison five- station

www.baycountry.com

combined antenna by ERI.
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Relative positions of the north and
south Mt. Morrison antennas
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to return loss performance. With field tuning the
return loss is optimized with atarget of aVSWR of
1.15:1 or better for the frequencies of interest."
"The [north] antenna has acarefully design elevation pattern which minimizes RFR levels immediately below the antenna, as it is very close to the ground,"
said Harland. The area surrounding the site is fenced.
The Mt. Morrison south antenna (model 1051-2CPDA-SP) was also designed and built by ERI and
located not far from the north antenna. It serves as an
auxiliary site for two of Entercom's Denver stations:
KQMT at 99.5 MHz and KQKS at 107.5 MHz.
Since neither of these stations is within 800 kHz of
any of the "north" antenna stations, Iasked Harland
why they didn't just share one antenna after all.
"The azimuth pattern of the 1051-2CP-DA is much
narrower than the directional antenna for the north
site," he wrote. "The KQMT main antenna is directional from Lookout Mountain and the directional
antenna designed for the south site allowed this auxiliary facility to be licensed at higher power."
The south antenna is a "single curtain" directional
FM antenna has aspecial feed system to handle the
nearly 30 kW combined analog and digital power

of the stations using its two-element array. The site
elevation is more than 7,800 feet. "The system is
optimized and field tuned for the two frequencies and
the measured VSWR for each channel is substantially
better than 1.10:1," Harland said.
The use of wideband antennas (fed by the output
of acombiner) is common practice making use of the
evolution in antenna technology that has occurred for
VHF FM, especiably over the last 50 years. As the
FM service gained popularity in the late 1970s, many
companies invested in their FM licenses and moved
them to better locations, such as Mt. Wilson (taking
Los Angeles as an example), often times buying land
and putting up their own building and tower. As the
service matured and became more valuable, more
combined antennas came in to use (aperfect example
of which is the 16-station system on top of the Empire
State Building). There are many good reasons for
using combined antenna systems, as we have seen in
this article. Keep this technology in mind as you work
on your own site designs in the future.
Doug Irwin, CPBE AMD DRB, is vice president
of engineering at illeartMedia in Los Angeles and a
technical advisor to Radio World.
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UIPMENT EXCHANGE
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

ACOUSTICS

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's 8i 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, onair lights, call after 3PM CST,
214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL
CCA
FM8000G
Trans
107.9, great cond; 4- Bay
Jampro antenna w/deicers;
3- bay Shively antenna FM. D
Brockman, 606-965-3436.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
Wanted: real plate reverb.
abgrun@gmail.com.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR

I'm selling between 150 and
200 cassette tapes that consist of old-time radio shows,
sports shows, some local New
York radio talk shows, etc...
Must take entire collection
and the price is negotiable.
Please call me for details and,
my phone number is 925-2845428.
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
WYBG 1050, Messina, NY,
now off the air is selling: 250'
tower w/building on 4 acres;
collection of very old 78s dating
back to 1904; 12' satellite dish
on concrete base; prices drastically slashed or make offer. 315287-1753 or 315-528-6040.

Submit your listings to: michele.inderrieden@futurenet.com

WANT TO BUY

CONSULTANTS

Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing consoles, amplifiers,
mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working or not,
working transformers ( UTC
Western Electric), Fairchild,
Western Electric, Langevin,
RCA, Gates, Urei, Altec,
Pultec, Collins. Cash - pick
up 773-339-9035 or ilg821@
aol.com.

Without advertising
aterrible thing happens...

For information contact
Michele at 212-318-0400 ext. 523
or michele inderrieden ,Ituturenet.coni

2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.

Doug Vernier
Telecommunication Coruul fa nts

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FINTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ne

czb ft

oft;m
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PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for KFRC radio
special of Elvis Presley which
aired on January 8, 1978. I'd
be willing to pay for a digital
copy. Ron, 925-284-5428.
I'm looking for the Ed Brady
radio show in which he did a
tribute to Duke Ellington, the
station was KNBR, I'd be willing
to pay for adigital copy. Ron,
925-284-5428.

'WORLD

I'm looking for KTIM, AM,FM
radio shows from 1971-1988.
The stations were located in San
Rafael, Ca. Ron, 925-284-5428.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE
If You're
Here!
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212-378-0400 ext. 523

..so are the potential buyers
for your products and services.
Radio World's Product & Services
Showcase pages are agreat place
to promote your business.
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To advertise, call Michele at 212-378-0400 ext. 523
or email: michele.inderrieden@futurenet.com
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc,
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KSFX radio
shows, Disco 104 FM, 19751978. RTamm, 925-284-5428.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
Johnson Electronic SCA880
module, 67/92 Khz, 417-8811846.

2 - 378-0400

RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE

AM Stereo radio. Call 417-8811846.

E.A.S. PROBLEM: Multiple Staeons
and Only 1Sage-Endec or DASDEC
E.A.S. SOLUTION: Simple, with our

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

Multi-Station Relay Adapters

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

WANT TO BUY
1960s- vintage
MacKenzie
Repeater machines, magazines, spare parts and manuals,
complete or " parts" machines
considered, James, 870-7774653.
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
(2) LPFM radio stations for
sale, located in the NW part
of central Florida on the gulf
coast, covers the county, get
out of the cold weather, come
to Florida, call or write for particulars, 352-613-2289 or email
boceey@hotmail.com or Bob,
PO Box 1121, Crystal River, FL
34423.

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

MSRA RM

FROM STOCK

* Control up to 3additional stations for atotal of 4
* 100% Compatible with both the original
Sage SE1822, the Digital 3644, and the
Digital Alert Systems DASDECRA when
used in the analog audio mode
Both rack mount ( MSRA-RM) and table top
(MSRA) units available
* Master & individual station recessed front
panel multi-turn EAS audio gain controls
* Individual left and right channel EAS activity
LED indicators for each additional station
* Test button for easy setup
* Screw type pluggable Eurostyle connectors
for positive and secure connections
* Fail Safe gold clad relay contacts in case of a
power failure, 2 relays for each station
MSRA-RM only $599, MSRA only $539.00

Also, Check Out our Multi-Station Relay
Expander with relay contact outputs only,
for control of digital switchers and routers
MSRE.RM i1l11

41.11111.1.1M

MSRE

*The same features as the MSRA excluding the
E.A.S. audio features, and it is only 1U high
*2 gold clad form "C" relay outputs for each station
MSRE-RM only $339.00, MSRE only $299.00
For details on these and other innovative products
for the broadcaster, call or visit us on the web at:

Run your
employment ad
on our website
for only
$2 per word!
www.radioworld.com
Call Michele
for all the details at
212-378-0400

WANT TO BUY

TEST EQUIPMENT

SPACE AVAILABLE

ext. 523
micheleinderriedengduturenet.com

LEM
Enineerin

vivAvidmengineering.com
805-987-7881 800-249-0487

2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 9301Q

EMPLOYMEN
POSITIONS WANTED
Are you asmall market station needing ago3c1 nuts &
bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill make your station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/
Contract work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909446-6820, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
il( d1111110 Real. StIliC

K

Car1.5.14. ( alltorma 9200%
17601 431,1.4420

Fa, I760) 438 4759

e•owsl 1114.4,.. urconutRu xeb
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TOWERS

Owners and
Engineers —
Have Cellular tenants
on your owned tower?
Call for aconfidential
discussion about
unlocking the value
of your asset. Eddie
Esserman, Media
Services Group,
912.634.5770

TRANSMITTERS
WCPE - The Classical Station
seeks to work with other noncommercial stations to buy,
sell, and exchange TX/RX equipment and components. Current
needs: 1) Austron 1250A Quartz
Crystal Frequency standards; 2)
TFT Model 724, 730A & 763
monitors; 3) Vectron 204-8888
crystal oscillators, 5MHz; 4)
Dielectric SPX 5500-501 3-1/8",
50ohm clamp- on directional
couplers & associated carborundum resistors; 5) 36V, 2to
5A rackmount power supplies.
Please contact us via facilities@
TheClassicalStation.org.

EE"
ehabit
fselling
our used
uipment
ere!
Call Michele for
details at

(212}
l'7;11-1).1iJD
z5. -9:1i
or email
michele.inderriedenCluturenet com

i£11XICAVORLD
Equipment Exchange
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Why C4 Class Is Critical for Small-Market Broadcasters
Stations like WLYB(FM) are alifeline for rural towns like Livingston, Ala.

ICOMMENTARY
BY DAMON COLLINS

The author is owner and general
manager of WLYB(FM) and president of Blackbelt Broadcasting in
Livingston, Ala.
In 2013, we signed WLYB(FM) on
the air in acommunity that didn't have
radio service.
Our permit was part of an early FCC
auction.
When we visited Sumter County,
Ala., one of the poorest counties in the
nation, we saw an opportunity to serve
this community; we were willing to
invest in it and take the risk.
Growth has been slow. Many small
businesses struggle (and close) from
month to month. Livingston doesn't
have a car dealership, furniture store,

Community guests featured

on WLYB(FM)'s live morning show.

promote small towns that wouldn't otherwise have avoice.
Many residents travel to communities
several miles away. Our station informs
listeners on commerce options that are
not available elsewhere. In some cases,
we share information about community
services that are important to the health
and well-being of our residents — services that many wouldn't know about if
it weren't for our station.
Signal and reception challenges had
been a hindrance for us. Tropospheric
ducting, a limited signal (3.4 kW), and
limited tower choices all have been
issues. But alistener doesn't understand
why some days they can hear us and
other days they can't. We have lost afew
advertisers due to signal issues. With a
limited amount of business and services
available, this has been devastating to
our operation.
Hundreds of other stations also face
this challenge. They are limited because
of FCC rules that are now outdated. It is
time to save many small market stations

This listing is provided or he convenience of our leader ,
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WEBSITEiURL
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Thimeo Audio Technology
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My station will not bump atranslator off the air,
interfere with any LPFMs or take revenue or market share
from my competition.

www.nautel.com
www.telosalliance.com/omnia
www.orban.com
wiwisadioshowweb.com
www.ram68.com
www.stereotool.com/innovators
www.tieline.com
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hospital or many other businesses that
are vital to acommunity.
Nearby York, Ala., has ahospital that
has been on the brink of closure. The
local grocery store closed over a year
ago, and you'll find only one fast food
restaurant. With the exception of an
insurance agency and ahardware store,
downtown business is nonexistent.
Rural internet service is poor. Radio
is still aprimary source of community
information.
WLYB(FM) stays on the air by
reaching out to many communities, but
a lack of a full-strength signal has
been an issue. Many communities were
abandoned by their stations, which fled
to serve large markets years ago. But
we are there for community events and

and implement the C4 class.
My station will not bump atranslator
off the air, interfere with any LPFMs or
take revenue or market share from my
competition. What it would do is allow
us to serve all of our surrounding communities — and yes, serve the public
interest.
Many Class A stations are at acrossroads. The proposed C4 Class will allow
many stations to continue serving small
communities, where radio is still avital
part of everyday life.
The proposed Class C4 is a critical
lifeline for our station.
The FCC is accepting comments on
the FM Class C4 proposal, MB Docket
No. 18-184, through Aug. 13, and reply
comments to Sept. 10.

ADVERTISING CONTACTS
NORTH AMERICA:
MICHELE INDERRIEDEN
212-378-0400 x523
Fax: 301-234-6303
mIcheleinderriedeneuturenet.com
VYTAS URBONAS
212-378-0400 x533
Fax: 630-786-3385
vytas.urbonasefuturenet.com

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA:
PETE SEMBLER
212-378-0400 x324
Fax: 650-238-0263
petersemblerefuturenet.com

Write to RW

RAFFAELLA CALABRESE
+39-320-891-1938
Fax: +39-02-700-436-999
raffaella.calabreseefuturenet.com
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Email radioworld@futurenet.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.
Please include issue date.

RADIOS ULTIMATE

RAM! 351-10VV

DESTINATION

Produced by RAB and NAB

September 25-28, 2018 IOrlando

SALES CONSULTANT SERIES

SPLAKERS. IEVENT.
Endless money- making ideas.
Join radio's most respected and sought-after sales consultants
and trainers for this exclusive two-hour sess on.
You'll get inside information that would cost
you thousands of dollars elsewhere.
Additional sales and marketing
sessions focus on:
How just 15 minutes is all you need to
turn ahalf-baked idea into apersuasive
campaign that will make you more than
a15 percent premium.
» Analyzing and using big data to better serve your
clients and drive ratings and revenue.
» Working with your community to find sponsors anJ
partners to do good and create revenue.
Becoming the resource clients and prospective clients
rely on for expert advice.
Leveraging audio in your media mix to achieve positive
results - you'll hear directly from advertisers.
GOLD

Sales and Marketing Pillar Sponsors:

FM
RADIC'

SIi.vER

Via RR

Visit RadioShowWeb.com and register now!

Registration Sponsored by ',creative
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FM-55

AUDIO PROCESSOR
No matter what they listen through, your station will sound louder, cleaner, bigger...for less
Perform2 nce Facts
Intelligent
1AGC

Smart Stereo
Enhancement

Exclusive Bass
Processor

Multipath
Control

Wheatstone*
baseband192

WheatNet-IP
Compatible

Pnoduces aconsistent,
spectrally- balanced
sound regardless of
:density variations
in i'coming source
material. Essential for
different media formats.

Specialized automatic
level and spectral
management algorithms
provide awide but
extremely stable on- air'
stereo image.

Allows you to dial in
just the right amount of
low end. Three simple
controls ensure the right
amount of consistent
bass is added. Easy.
Elegant.

Mitigates market
and terrain- specific
multipath behavipr,
reducing the probtem
of multipath-triggered
receiver- induced
stereo blend.

single AES/EBU cable
the processor
and acurrent solid-state
FM transmitter carries
the digital baseband
signal for exceptionally
clean sound.

Stream the FM- 55's
audio ttroughout the
WheatNet-IP audio
network and control it
from anywhere using its
PC- based GUI.

A
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%Wheot_rtone
BROADCAST AUDIO PERFECTIONISTS'
phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.corn/frn55-rw Isalesewheatstone.com

